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French boxing, such that Leclerc teaches, is a blend of French savate and
English boxing. The inventor of this method is Lecour, of whom Leclerc was
a pupil.
The idea was original and practical, taking care to use all at once the legs
and arms for defence and attack. To the uninitiated nothing seems simpler
than to land a punch or kick. In reality this is very difficult. It is fortunate
that if the innumerable blows with the leg and arm are distributed with
sufficient science there will be many with a limp, in fact, inside of a year.
And in particular at the Chamber of Deputies will have to organise a
stretcher service.
Large fellows, with large hands, heavy and lacking speed, will be astonished
at the poor efficiency of their blows. They come about to just shove their
adversaries without causing lesser harm, and it comes about that a light
man throws them upon their back or paralyses them with a well applied
blow. It is the fat gentleman who is untrained, who has no science, who has
no speed. His weight is ineffective, because he lacks skill which training
alone gives.
A slight man, in contrast, possesses training, speed; the speed of his release
multiplies his small weight by a very high coefficient, giving his blows a
“shock” of extreme violence.
There is between the two, says an English specialist, the difference between
the kick of a carthorse and the kick of a thoroughbred. The first can hurt
you but the second will fully break a limb or crack ribs.
Since the opportunity has been offered to me I would benefit from paying
attention to sportsmen on the point. In general they are solely preoccupied
with acquiring speed, that is to say to increasing the force of their blows by
using suddenly all of the strength of their nerves which they prudently
conserve while preparing their attack upon a weak point, of course, while
their adversary always offers them a course in wrestling- unless he is very
superior, useless to say.

It comes about thus that the greater part of French boxers save their feet
and their fists especially, to “push” their antagonist. This procedure allows
easy touches in an assault, but this is not preparation for effective street
defence, against an oaf who boasts that his size will pulverise a lesser man.
The Leclerc method is good, in my opinion, because it is practical and
because it is useful. At the courthouse one says of an advocate that he
pleads “usefully” because he avoids grand phrases, bloated oratory and he is
given to arguments which deliver and it especially comes about that his
client is acquitted, this is the unique aim of a good advocate.
Other advocates all admire their facility at elocution, their digressions are
charming but their desire to dazzle loses sight of the aim and instead of
obtaining an acquittal for their client they are sentenced with the maximum
penalty. Their speech for the defence is superb, but fatal for the guilty.
In the Leclerc method is useful and, in my point of view, superior. It is not
composed of oratory effects which can be dangerous for those that sue
them.
No kicks to the chest and the face which are only practical for those
naturally gifted toward grand methods as they expose those that practice
them to defences by which they can be thrown on the ground or definitive
returns, because these can surely end a combat.
After the Leclerc method the assailant is always on guard; when he delivers
a kick he is not obliged to seek balance by spreading his arms then to
launch brilliant “somersaults” in the air which are the mark of prestige
among exceptional subjects and which are rarely useful.
The Leclerc method advices useful things; it allows the easy use of the arms
after the legs and vice versa; it is such, in summary, that a pupil of little
talent can come quickly at a practical result and when he leaves the salle he
is in s state of defence because he has prepared only for this and by
assaulting.
In addition, to end, in all combat it is the brain that plays the greatest role,
and whosoever lacks this is not equipped for victory of any sorts. And in
French boxing as in English boxing the great principle is that “one must
fight with the brain”. For the lack of applying this subjects of better gifts are
battered by less strong adversaries but who make better actions and keep
their head.
GABRIEL BONVALOT

My dear Leclerc
You asked me for a preface for you tract on French boxing! If I accept this
honour it is because I keep a charming memory of my master and friend
Hubert Lecour and that, further, I have great sympathy for you.
The name of Lecour shines with a bright light in the history of French
boxing, though Charles is the incontestable creator! (Allying English boxing
and savate).
This French boxing is a marvellous athletics which sets in motion every
muscle group; it is, furthermore, when understood well, an admirable
means of defence against an adversary of greater muscular strength.
Skill, agility, composure and speed of blows are no less effective when they
reach the dangerous zones (pit of the stomach, flank, abdomen and tibia)
allowing one to triumph over a more vigorous man.
Before Charles Lecour savate reigned across the sovereignty and recruited
its adepts from among sailors, dock workers and among thugs of all types.
Some rare men of the world had the curiosity to teach themselves the
beauty of chausson.
When Charles conceived his new method and put it into practice those
faithful to the old savate of Marseille, through jealousy and lacking foresight,
did not want to rally to these new principles.
Professors contented themselves with adding punches to their repertoire of
kicks.
Today again, training in what is called French boxing is not absolutely
consistent in the greater number of salles in the true method of Charles
Lecour, which for me has no rival. Why then teach pupils kicks while
turning, reverses and various leaps while balanced on a toe with foot up in
the air? These blows are purely childish and do not have any force;
furthermore they expose the boxer to his adversary.
In the far-off era of which I spoke of earlier Charles Lecour, following his
connections in the fashionable world, brought to him an elite of young men,
seduced by the incontestable advantages of the new method taught by a
professor of considerable reputation.
His lessons were researched and success crowned his efforts. At the same
time he formed his young son Hubert in his image, and when the senior
retired the, extremely gifted, junior, was destined to be a master in turn and
opened the Salle des Panoramas, about 1848.
Later he came to open another salle, rue de Tournon, for his pupils on the
left bank.

Then, in 1858, I came to ask Hubert to teach me French boxing, on which
he spoke a lot.
Leaping, slim and very nimble I became ne fo the master’s preferred
students and he honoured me with his friendship because never was a man
more remarkable in his art, very courteous, very friendly and of the best
education.
His salles, furthermore, were only frequented by men of the world, artists
etc. I recall, by chance of memory: Mr. Rivaud, professor at the Ecoles des
Mines, the strongest of all his students. Mr Bernard, Mr. Gaillard, Mr. Eggly,
Mr. Brierre, Mr Cretet, Mr Planquetter, father and son, etc.
Hubert found me of the right disposition and made me work assiduously
and at the end of four years he strongly intended for me to take part in the
annual public assaults at the Salle des Panoramas. I am reminded by my
notes of more than 120 assaults with regimental masters, professors and
amateurs.
This long and old experience allows me to give my opinion on the sport.
But if you have not seen Hubert in the assault, with his beautiful actions,
one does not have an idea of the resilience, speed, wherewithal, precision
and lightness of his blows. It was extraordinary and I do not think that at
that actual hour there existed a single boxer who united all these qualities
to the same degree.
My dear master Hubert Lecour died in 1871, of cerebral rheumatism, which
first took hold in 1866 and took from him most of his faculties, in the later
years.
Charles Lecour, despite his age (64 years), was asked by the former students
of his brother to give the benefit of his knowledge and experience. He came,
as professor, to the Cercle des Eclaireurs, then the Academie de la rue
Sainte-Marc.
It was there, my dear Leclerc, that he met you and discovered in you the
physical qualities which he developed while giving you every useful
indication for teaching yourself, later, French boxing after the principles
which he had posed.
Allow me, to finish, to resume in a few lines the advice by Lecour for serious
combat:
A severe guard, very little extended, turned a little to the rear;
predominantly a low game while throwing at the tibia which is quickly
broken; stop hit with a chassé, or a toe to the abdomen, or pit of the
stomach; never punches to the face at the start; they must only serve as the
conclusion of the ensemble of low blows.

Indeed, if one strikes first tot eh face the blow only does relative harm and if
the adversary has superior strength will seize you by the arm, and you are
surely lost.
As for leaping with the legs, kicks while turning, reverses etc. one does not
consider these for serious defence.
In summary, all young folk must learn French boxing, an excellent and
useful sport! It gives confidence to a nimble and agile man, it makes him the
master of himself and from this he is less aggressive, because he knows the
force of the blows he possesses.
This confidence is such, in case of attack, he conserves all his presence of
mind and he brings down his adversary in a few seconds, without running
any great risks.
Will this beautiful eulogy make one take up the method of the Leclerc
brothers?
DR E. MENIERE

INTRODUCTION BY THE AUTHOR
The method which I present to the reader is to my regret that of Charles
Lecour; I have made several additions in English boxing. It is composed of
kicks and punches.
With the exception of kicks aimed higher than the waist all kicks are thrown
by the old method, called “savate”, when taught in their low dives and pimphouses, a method of little aristocracy, born on street corners, in terrible
brawls where the relative value of these various blows were clearly
established, where little by little there were perfected. All matters of
punching come from English boxing. Our cousins over the Channel, graced
by the public assaults which are frequent among them, are better edified
than ours on the merit of inferiority of such and such attack or such and
such guard and I have nothing better to do than to benefit from their
example.
The present method, born of the ring and pavement, is thus essentially
practical and I assure that a gifted pupil who possess this thoroughly is
almost invulnerable.
French boxing has only the aim of allowing pupils to make in assaults more
or less graceful blows, which have some effect on the spectators.
It must uniquely place you all the same, in a serious combat, able to
overcome rapidly and certainly an adversary of strength superior to your
own.
My method is, for the part on kicking, what I call technically a “low method”,
that is to say composed especially of attacks to the legs; these attacks are
very effective, given the extreme sensitivity of the tibia, ankles, knees etc…
The speed with which we perform and develop in one action and direct with
minimum trajectory rend them at once very rapid and very violent. One of
my pupils cannot, for example, hit with a low chassé in the street without
putting his adversary thoroughly out of the fight; in addition it does not
compromise the balance of the body as do high blows.
Punches are, thus as has been said, pure English boxing. One will come to
double the point of view on their rapidity and hardness that one will at first
have pain to reconcile. They form into one a very serious system of defence
and it is only in story books that kicks overcome, when brought against
each other, the English game.
This has often served the legend of a Parisian waif defeating the champion of
London with a full kick in the face.
Clearly French Boxing causes more arguments than English boxing; but do
not forget the latter makes an integral part of the former and that a French
boxer does not have the advantage over an English boxer who has equal
skill and training.

THE GUARD
There are two guards“Left”- when the left side is forward and “Right” when the right side is
forward(fig.1)

Fig.1- Left guard and right guard
Adversaries are in false guard when one is in left and the other in right
guard.
To avoid repetition all actions will be described wherever possible from the
true guard on the left.
The boxer places the foot forward and the right foot behind, about 30-40cm
from each other, depending upon height, heels not opposite each other,
such that the right leg can pass forward freely without kitting the left, the
right toe a little to the inside, the left knee perpendicular to the ground and
the right knee flexed forward.
Bodyweight placed equally over both legs, body placed equally between the
legs and the head straight. The right arm bent in across the stomach, fist
under the right breast such that the right forearm is carried over the pit of
the stomach; the left arm falling naturally in line with the body, forearm
raised to form a right-angle.
If the right forearm does not stick to the body at the moment that it receives
a punch or kick it will be thrown into the stomach and the shock will be
very redoubtable.
In every action of attack and defence one must always, if possible, allow the
arm to push into the pit of the stomach, a place where blows are dangerous
If one is forced to expose it then let it be for as little time as possible.
ON STEPPING
There are three methods of advancing and retreating:
First- by changing guard forward or backward. That’s to say, from the left
guard, carry the right foot forward while pivoting lightly on the left foot and
you will find yourself in right guard; right the foot forward and you will find
yourself in left guard.
Arms must change guard at the same time as the legs. Only must hardly
use this at other times than when retreating because an adversary’s attack

upon a forward change of guard is difficult to defend against as there is an
instant where one is in neither left nor right guard.
The second method consist of advancing the left foot and bringing up the
right foot by the same amount, that’s to say 30-40cm depending upon
height.
To retreat carry the right foot backward and bring up the left foot by the
usual amount.
In this step take good care that the adversary is not ready to attack at the
moment where one carries the left foot forward because his blow will arrive
the moment the right foot leaves the ground and where the left is thus alone
in carrying the body’s weight it will be very hard and a poor position to
defend or dodge.
What’s more this observation applies to all forward steps in circumstances
where it is prudent to have equal strength.
Each time one steps toward an adversary one must approach unfailingly
with small steps.
The third method consists of withdrawing the right foot next to the left foot
and carrying the left foot forward.
To retreat withdraw the left foot next to the right foot and carry the right foot
backward.
This method is most prudent and leaves one less prone to being taken by
time-hits.
How the body is balanced will determine the means of retreating. Thus if the
bodyweight is be found over the right leg one is obliged to retreat the left leg,
that is to say by the third method.
One must, to be able to retreat at will by one means or another, carry the
body equally over both legs; this is very important, as without this the body
will find itself constrained by its own weight and stepping will become a
rush and retreat a rout.
Step, retreat or change of guard without reason that is to say without the
aim to attack or defend, to deceive the adversary or to place yourself in a
more advantageous situation, is as dangerous as it is useless.
One must always, wherever possible, have a small guard, that is to say that
the distance between both feet is not too great; this is a frequent fault which
impedes stepping and retreating easily.

PUNCHES
PUNCH WITH THE LEFT ARM TO THE HEAD, ON THE SPOT
For this blow the arm is placed as we have said, that is to say placed with
the elbow parallel and close to the body, the forearm horizontal making a
right angle, it must extend forward at the same time as the right leg and the
body must profile completely (it is this which adds force from the hips) and
make a straight line with the left arm.
The nails must be turned on top such that one strikes with the bones of the
hand.
Head must be straight and well in line with the arm (fig. 2).

Fig. 2- Punch with the left arm to the head
Do not carry the head to the right or left without having a reason for doing
so, that is to say- for example- if the adversary has not delivered a punch at
the same moment that you have attacked.
In all punches one must put the bodyweight into the blow by leaning slightly
forward, however without exaggeration, because otherwise you will deliver
nothing more than a push which is more dangerous for you than the
adversary; bodyweight adds enormously to the force of a blow.
In all punches one must absolutely avoid withdrawing the arm before
striking, as is found in chaps inexperienced in boxing; firstly it is a great
loss of speed and time, as one then has a greater distance to cover; then
instead of giving greater force to the blow, as many believe, this does
nothing to increase it because then the bodyweight is very rarely united with
the release of the arm; what’s more the adversary, warned by the withdrawal
of the arm, can arrive and parry the attack with much greater ease.
PUNCH WITH THE LEFT HAND WHILE STEPPING
Rapidly deliver the left foot forward, the left heel touching the ground first
and bring up the right foot the distance of the guard and strike with a
punch.

The release of the leg, the hips and that of the arm must be produced at the
same time in such a way that the fist arrives at the moment the left heel
touches the ground.
To recover to the first position withdraw the right foot back, the toe touching
first, then the left foot at guard distance; all this must be done rapidly.
If the adversary pursues you on the retreat one can, to evade, instead of
withdrawing the left foot in front of the right foot, place it to the side and
make a second leap backwards. This exercise must be repeated very often; it
takes place more often in French boxing than English boxing.
DEFENCE AGAINST A PUNCH WITH THE LEFT ARM TO THE HEAD
Briskly raise the right arm which must strike the adversary’s left arm
upwards (to the front) and from left to right, nails of the right hand turned
forward and the right fist staying as much as possible opposite and above
the left shoulder, elbow opposite and at the height of the right shoulder
(fig.3).

Fig.3- Defence against a punch with the left arm to the head
Avoid, while defending, extended the arm above the head; the defence must
be made to direct the adversary’s punch to the right and above the head;
but if one makes the defence too far out one will not be able to return to
guard quickly and the stomach will be exposed for too long. What’s more in
all defences one must separate as little as possible the arm from the body;
large defences are less severe and easier to deceive.
PUNCH WITH THE RIGHT ARM TO THE HEAD, ON THE SPOT
Strike with the right arm to the face, the little finger underneath where the
nails were underneath, the right side as far forward as possible, body over
the left leg, the right heel raised, the foot only touching with the toe (fig. 4).

Fig.4- Punch with the right arm to the head
As with the left arm punch do not draw the arm back but send it directly
with the energy of the hips.
While lunging- deliver the blow while lunging with the left foot by 20-30 cm,
the toe of the left foot to the outside so that it facilitates the advance of the
right shoulder.
While stepping- carry the left foot forward, heel touching the ground first,
bring up the right foot to guard distance and give a blow with the right arm
as when done on the spot.
This blow differs from the left arm blow in the sense that one gives the blow
after stepping instead of giving it at the same time.
Defence- defend with the fore-arm as is done for the blow with the left arm
(fig. 5)

Fig.5- Punch with the right arm to the head
This is unless a previous action has displaced you and finds you too profiled
so that your right arm will not be in line and you are obliged to parry the left
arm in the same way as a flank blow (fig. 6).

Fig.6- Defence against a right arm punch to the head
One must always, whenever possible, defend with the rear arm in such a
way to save the arm which is in front for a riposte.
Punch with the left arm to the body on the spot
Strike with the left fist to the pit of the stomach, below the left breast or the
lower ribs. In this blow the nails are turned underneath, the body slightly
leaning to the right and a little forward, in such a way to better add the body
weight (fig.7).

Fig.7- Punch with the left arm to the body
While lunging- Deliver the blow in the same fashion while advancing the left
foot by 20-30cm; this is, of course, done when the adversary is too far to
reach stood still but too close to step toward.
It is dangerous to lunge too far because the legs will be too far apart and if
one receives a shock to the flank a fall is almost inevitable.
While stepping- give the blow in the same fashion as when on the spot,
except that one delivers the left foot forward and brings up the right foot to
the guard distance and one strikes at the same time that one steps; the step
and the blow must be made in a single time.
Defence- Defend with the right forearm downwards and a little forward,
nails turned inward without shifting the body and withdrawing the right
arm to its first position (fig.8).

Fig.8- Defence against a punch with the left arm to the body
PUNCH WITH THE RIGHT ARM TO THE BODY ON THE SPOT, WHILE
LUNGING AND WHILE STEPPING
Strike with the right arm, nails underneath to the pit of the stomach, under
the left breast or the lower ribs (fig. 9).

Fig.9- Punch with the right arm to the body
One must give this blow well with eh body and especially avoid drawing
back the arm. At the moment that the blow lands one must have the right
side forward, had to the left and weight on the left leg. Generally one
precedes this blow with a feint of the left arm to the head to expose the
adversary’s stomach. Lunge or step while making a feint with the left arm.
Defence- Defend against the right arm as for the left arm to the body (fig.10)

Fig.10- Defence against a punch with the right arm to the body

Unless you are not too profiled such that the blow does not come from the
outside then defend with the left arm (fig.11).

Fig.11- Defence against a punch with the right arm to the body

SLIPS AND STOPS
I shall show two slips, slip to the right and slip to the left; as for the others
note this; a slip forward stops the fighter from seeing his adversary who is
free to make upward blows; the slip to the rear does not allow one to make a
blow and if the adversary doubles his advance this slip will inevitably bring
about a fall.
SLIP TO THE RIGHT
Upon an attack with a punch of the left arm to the head, tilt the head to the
right, in such a way that the fist passes over your shoulder and does not
lose the adversary from view (fig.12).

Fig.12- Slip to the right
Upon an attack with the left fist to the head, tilt the head to the left in such
a way that the fist passes over your shoulder, and does not lose the
adversary from view (fig.13).

Fig.12- Slip to the left
This slip is more difficult and especially more dangerous than the previous
one if one performs it against an attack with the left fist because the head is
thus offered as an easy target for the adversary’s right fist. Whenever
possible one must slip to the left upon an attack with the right arm, and the
right upon an attack with the left arm.

SLIP TO THE RIGHT AND STOP-HIT TO THE FACE UPON AN ATTACK TO
THE HEAD WITH THE LEFT ARM
Upon an attack with the left arm to the head slip the head to the right and
at the same time give a blow with the left arm to the face, while carrying the
weight forward (fig.14).

Fig.14- Slip to the right and stop-hit to the face
In all slips do not lose the adversary from sight. One must never turn the
head while giving a blow.
Defence- While attacking with the left arm to the head if you are wary of a
stop-hit to the face raise the right forearm to chin height; do not keep it
there except for this very little movement made as a defence (fig.15).

Fig.15- Defence against a stop-hit to the head with the left arm
There is one other defence which has the advantage of not uncovering the
stomach, it is also a slip of the head to the right (fig.16).

Fig.16- Slip against a stop-hit with the left arm
SLIP TO THE LEFT AND STOP-HIT WITH THE RIGHT ARM TO THE BODY
UPON AN ATTACK WITH THE LEFT ARM TO THE HEAD
Upon an attack with the left arm to the head slip the head to the left and
strike with the right arm to the body (fig.19).

Fig.19- Slip to the left and stop-hit to the body with the right arm
Defence- Lower the right arm to the body (fig.20) or defend in the usual
fashion.

Fig. 20- Defence against a stop-hit to the body with the right arm
SLIP TO THE LEFT AND STOP-HIT WITH A RIGHT ARM TO THE BODY
UPON AN ATTACK WITH THE RIGHT ARM TO THE HEAD
Upon an attack with the right arm to the head slip the head to the left and
strike with the right arm to the pit of the stomach (fig.21).

Fig. 21- Slip to the left and stop-hit to the body with the right arm upon an
attack with the right arm
Defence- While attacking with the right arm, return the left arm to the body,
fist under the right breast, forearm covering the pit of the stomach (fig.22).

Fig.22- Defence against a stop-hit to the body with a right arm
BLOW TO THE RIBS WITH THE LEFT ARM UPON AN ATTACK TO THE
HEAD WITH THE LEFT ARM AND SLIPPING THE HEAD TO THE RIGHT
If the adversary, while attacking with the left arm to the head, slips their
head to the right, give a blow to the side of the head with the left arm (fig.
28).

Fig.28- Hook with the left arm to the head
The hook must be given with the body; the arm a little bent and contracted,
the shoulder fixed to the body, the blow in complete agreement with the

movement of the body from left to right and the nails turned to the outside,
in such a way as to strike with the bones of the hand.
One must bend the arm a little, because without this the shock will
dislocate the elbow. While giving a hook with the left arm to the body carry
the right arm along the body in such a way the body will be covered.
Defence- while attacking raise the right arm while covering your face (fig.29).

Fig. 29- Defence against a hook with the left arm to the head

Fig. 24- Slip against a stop-hit with the right arm to the head

Fig.25- Hook with the right arm to the head

Fig.26- Defence against a hook with the right arm

Fig.27 Hook with the left arm to the head
HOOK WITH THE LEFT ARM TO THE HEAD UPON AN ATTACK WITH THE
LEFT ARM TO THE BODY
Upon an attack with the left arm to the body drop the right arm to the body
and give a hook with left arm (fig.30).

Fig. 30- Hook with the left arm to the head upon an attack with the left arm
to the body
HOOK WITH THE LEFT ARM TO THE BODY UPON AN ATTACK WITH THE
LEFT ARM TO THE HEAD
If the adversary, while attacking the head with the left arm, covers his face
with his right arm, give a hook with the left arm to the body (fig.31).

Fig. 31- Hook with the left arm to the body upon an attack with the left arm
to the head
Defence- Lower the right arm to the body (fig.32)

Fig. 32- Defence against a hook with the left arm to the body
HOOK WITH THE RIGHT ARM TO THE HEAD UPON AN ATTACK WITH THE
RIGHT ARM TO THE HEAD
Upon an attack with the right arm to the head the adversary slips his head
to the left, give a hook with the right arm while slipping the head to the left
and covering your stomach with the left arm (fig.33).

Fig. 33- Hook with the right arm to the head upon an attack with the right
arm to the head
As for a hook with the left arm, this blow must be given with the arm slightly
bent and contracted to the side going upwards, the side must be delivered
forward, while pivoting on the haunches, bodyweight on the left leg,

shoulder fixed to the body, nails turned to the outside in such a way to
strike with the bones of the hand.
Defence- Defend by opposing with the left arm; but this defence is very
difficult; the head is low one will cover it with difficulty (fig.34).

Fig. 34- Defence against a hook with the right arm to the head
Generally one lowers the head and make the blow pass by.
HOOK WITH THE RIGHT ARM TO THE HEAD UPON AN ATTACK WITH THE
RIGHT ARM TO THE BODY
Upon an attack with the right arm to the stomach, tighten the left arm
against the body and give a hook with the right arm to the head (fig.35).

Fig. 35- Hook with the right arm to the head upon an attack with the right
arm to the body
Defence- Same defence as before
HOOK TO THE FLANK UPON AN ATTACK WITH THE LEFT ARM TO THE
HEAD
Upon an attack with the left arm to the head slip the head to the left and
give a hook with the right arm to the adversary’s left flank (fig.36).

Fig. 36- Hook with the right arm to the flank upon an attack with the left
arm to the head
Defence- if you perceive the blow at the moment you are attacked bend back
the left arm to the body, elbow outside, in such a way that the adversary
hurts himself upon your elbow with his fist or forearm (fig.37).

Fig. 37- Defence against a hook to the flank
UPPERCUT WITH THE LEFT HAND UPON AN ADVERSARY WHO ATTACKS
TO THE HEAD OR BODY WITH THE LEFT HAND WHILE LOWERING HIS
HEAD FORWARD
While giving this blow the nails must be turned towards the body, elbow low.
The blow must come from the hips and legs. Rise up on the toes while
arching the back to the rear; the head must slip to the right (fig.38).

Fig. 38- Uppercut with the left arm
If the blow is thrown to the body, one covers up with the right arm.

UPPERCUT WITH THE RIGHT ARM UPON AN ADVERSARY WHO ATTACKS
TO THE FACE OR BODY WITH THE RIGHT ARM WHILE LEANING HIS
HEAD FORWARD
The same blow as before, only strike upwards with the right arm while
slipping the head to the left (fig.39).

Fig. 39- Uppercut with the right arm
If the blow is thrown to the body cover up with the left arm
Defence- If one sees the uppercut throw your head to the right or left; but
much simpler is to not lean the head forward which at all times, and from
all points of view, harmful.
HOW TO DISENGAGE IF ONE FINDS ONESELF PINNED AGAINST A WALL
If you find yourself pinned in a corner or simply against a wall by a much
heavier adversary than you and who, as a consequence, takes the advantage
to seek in-fighting there are several ways to disengage.
1st - Is there room to pass by on the right?
Upon an attack to the head with the left arm or right arm slip the head to
the right while gathering the left foot close to the right foot and lunging to
the right, then retaking your guard (fig.40).

Fig. 40- Pass to the side
2nd – Is there room to the left?
Upon an attack with a punch to the head with the left arm attack with a
punch to the face using the left arm, while carrying the left foot forward and
a little to the left, and while gathering the right foot to the rear; in this way

you will make a quarter turn passing your adversary and if your punch is
well adjusted you will hit (fig. 41).

Fig. 41- Attack to the side
3rd – Now suppose that there is no room to the right or left. Upon an attack
with a punch to the face with the left arm, slip the head to the right while
taking a large step forward: in this way you will pass behind your adversary
and under his arm: then you make a half-turn on the spot to face him (fig.
42).

Fig. 42 – Passing under the adversary’s arm
4th – The same blow while striking with the shoulder
Upon an attack with a punch to the head with the left arm, slip the head to
the right and lunge, the left arm in line with the body, shoulder thrust
forwards into the left side of the adversary (fig. 43).

Fig. 43- Strike with the shoulder while passing under the arm

HEADLOCKS
HEADLOCK FROM THE FRONT
It is impossible to explain clearly how one takes the head: it will always
come-about from infighting, if you pass, for example, a punch with the left
arm, as the adversary slips to the left, bending your left arm about the
adversary’s neck, shooting forward while passing your left leg in front of his
left leg, while pressing all your weight on his head; then, with the right arm,
strike upwards; from this, carry the right arm backwards while gathering it
underneath and strike upwards gripping the elbow to the body, nails turned
toward the body.
If you have seized the head with the right arm pass the right leg from right
to left while turning your back to the adversary and while stretching the
neck upwards and with the left hand strike upwards (fig.44).

Fig. 44- Front headlock
Defence- At the moment where the adversary seizes your head, the right
arm, for example, passes the left arm over his right shoulder, place it upon
his temple and turn his head to the rear: in this way he cannot strike
upwards (fig.45).

Fig.45- Method to escape the front headlock
As well as binding his left arm to the body in a bearhug.
If you are seized by the head by the left arm pass over the right arm.
REAR HEADLOCK
This blow is generally produced when, upon an attack with the left arm to

the head, the adversary slips to the right: thus bend the left arm towards the
adversary’s neck, while you press strongly on his head, in such a way that
he drops down and is prevented from getting up: then separate the right
arm from the body and strike upwards and behind you. This blow is
acquired by a balancing of the arm from right to left (fig.46), and also strike
with the right fist on his nape.

Fig. 46- Rear headlock
Defence- However you are taken hold of, hug the adversary, pinning the
right arm to the body; or, which is even better, with the palm of the left
hand, seize his chin or face and twist it back, strongly turning his head
backwards (fig.47).

Fig. 47- Method for escaping a rear headlock
FROM FALSE GUARD
If you find yourself in the left guard and that your adversary is found in the
right guard one must defend his attacks however you can with the right
arm, as if he were in a left guard, because then your riposte with the left
arm will be to the outside and these will be difficult to defend against
(fig.48).

Fig. 48- Defence and riposte against an adversary in false guard
It must be a very sober attack that is to say to only attack when one is
certain of hitting.
As for slips, one must slip his blows with the right arm, as if he were in a
good guard and he punches with the rear arm, that is to say the right arm.
I have included some figures so as to not go over every type of punch again.
For those from the right, as for those from the left, the same technique
follows.
SLIPS AND STOPS IN THE FALSE GUARD
The attacker is in the right guard, such that he slips guards to the left.
1st Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and stop-hit with a right arm to the head (fig.49).

Fig. 49- Stop-hit with the right arm to the head while in false guard
2nd Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and stop-hit with a right arm to the body (fig.50).

Fig. 50- Stop-hit with the right arm to the body while in false guard
3rd Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the right
and stop-hit with a left arm to the body
4th Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the right
and give a hook-blow with the left arm over the adversary’s right arm
(fig.51).

Fig. 51- Hook-blow with the left arm upon an attack with the right arm in
false guard
5th Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and give a hook with the right arm to the head
6th Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and give a hook with the right arm to the body
7th Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the right
and give a hook to the flank with the left arm.
8th Upon an attack with the right arm to the body, cover yourself with the
left arm and give a hook with the right arm to the head (fig.52).

Fig. 52- Hook with the right arm to the head upon an attack with the right
arm to the body while in false guard
9th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the right
and stop-hit with the left arm to the head (fig.53).
10th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the right
and stop-hit with the left arm to the body
11th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and stop-hit with the right arm to the body.
12th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and give a hook-blow with the right arm over the adversary’s left arm.
13th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the right
and a give a hook with e left arm to the he slip the head to the right and give
a hook with the left arm to the body.
14th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and give a hook with the left arm to the body.
15th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the left
and give a hook with the right arm to the body.
16th Upon an attack with the left arm to the body, cover yourself with the
right arm and give a hook with the left arm to the head (fig. 54).

Fig. 54- Hook with the left arm to the head upon an attack with the left arm
to the body while in false guard

17th Upon an attack to the head or body with the right arm while leaning the
head forward, slip the head to the left and give an uppercut with the right
arm.
18th Upon an attack with the left arm to the head or body, while leaning the
head forward, slip the head to the right and give an uppercut with the left
arm.
HEADLOCK
A left-hander attacks with a punch to the head with the left arm; if the
adversary slips to the left, he seizes the head forward; if he slips to the right
he seizes the head from the rear.
HOW TO ESCAPE WHEN ONE IS PINNED AGAINST A WALL
1st Upon an attack with the right or left arm, attack with the left arm while
stepping to the side, you will find yourself to the outside of the adversary.
2nd Upon an attack with the right arm to the head, lunge out with the left
foot while slipping the head to the left.
3rd Upon an attack with the left arm to the head, slip the head to the right
while withdrawing the left foot and lunging out with the right.
4th Upon attack with the right arm to the head, slip the head to the left and
lunge out forwards, while passing under the adversary’s right arm.

THE KICKS OF FRENCH BOXING
LOW KICK
While in left guard, quickly put your bodyweight onto the left leg, knees bent
forward; shooting out the right leg while passing it as close as possible with
the left leg, foot grazing the ground, the edge of the sole striking the
adversary’s tibia as low as possible and return quickly to guard (fig. 55, 56,
57).

Fig. 55- Low kick, 1st action

Fig. 56- Low kick, 2nd action

Fig. 57: Low kick, 3rd action
At the moment the blow is delivered the right heel is found to be raised off
the ground, and all the bodyweight will be on the toe of the left foot.
This blow is one of the more serious in French boxing; one must give it
wherever possible in false guard, so that it will be given to the tibia. In a true

guard it will be delivered to the calf and this makes it difficult to put an
adversary out of the fight.
It is of course best that the low kick is delivered in a single action The
figures show three actions for setting the legs while performing the blow;
but, in practice, the three actions are combined into one.
LOW KICK WHILE STEPPING
To perform the low kick while stepping it is enough to make a step with the
left foot and a deliver a low kick with the right foot.
One must make the step too large: otherwise one loses force in the kicks.
LOW KICK DOUBLED
Perform the low kick, withdraw the right foot behind the left foot, but in a
small guard, or rather from the first position of the low kick (fig.55) and
perform a second low kick.
The first kick can serve as a feint; one delivers it less rigorously, in such a
way that is conserves all its strength for the second, which the blow into
which you put everything.
Or the second blow can be a remise when the adversary, having defended
the first, steps towards you to riposte.
Defence- There are two means of defending against the low kick
The first is to withdraw the leg backwards, close to the rear leg, the toe
touching the ground (fig.58).

Fig. 58- defence against low kick
If the adversary retakes his guard replace the foot forward; on the contrary if
he gains upon you carry the supporting leg to the rear in such a way as to
conserve your distance.
While retaking your guard to the fore or rear you can riposte with a blow
that you judge necessary, depending upon the adversary’s position in that
moment.

Avoid defending by raising the leg: this defence is defective, because if the
adversary delivers his low kick as it is being raised, which is a frequent
occurrence, you will receive a blow despite your defence.
The second is by changing to a rear guard, that is to say by carrying the
front foot to the rear, while making it pass as close as possible to the rear
leg.
But this method of defence is less practical, because in every change of
guard, no matter how tight or rapid it is, you will find yourself face-on for a
moment; what’s more, if the adversary retakes his guard you will find
yourself out of measure and no longer able to riposte.
LOW CHASSÉ
While in the left guard, pass the right foot next to the left foot, toe turned
backward, and shoot out the left leg, toe to the inside, in such a way as to
strike with the heel.
Bodyweight must be carried on the right leg which must be very bent, in
such a way that the left leg reaches out as far as possible (fig.59, 60).

Fig. 59- Low chassé, 1st action

Fig. 60- Low chassé, 2nd action
To return to guard, do nothing more than the reverse of this, that is to say
return the left leg close to the right leg and the right leg to the rear.
The two actions must be combined into one, in such a way that the
chambering of the right leg and the release of the left leg is produced at the

same time, that is to say at the moment that the right foot places the left
foot must land.
One can, to travel further, hook the right leg over in front of the left leg;
however one must not exaggerate the lunge because if one hookes too much
the body will not be balanced on the right leg and will no longer be able to
extend the left leg so that you will find that you have reached no further
than when stood on the spot; the blow will lose a part of its force.
The chassé is more difficult to perform well than the low kick, but it has
several advantages:
1st If one wants to pass one will not be as exposed as in the low kick, where
one finds oneself face-on
2nd If one is stop hit, it will barely hit upon the calf
3rd It is a finisher, that’s to say that it can be preceded by a feint in a
compound attack, while the low kick can only serve as a simple attack or as
a feint and very rarely as a finisher.
4th It delivers further
5th It is more severe than the low kick
For this blow the professor must, from time to time, make the pupil strike at
an object, such as a cane held in the hand, to ensure that the pupil strikes
hard with the heel and not with the toe, which is a disadvantage, watching
that the foot can pass behind the adversary’s leg. When striking with the leg,
which has no strength, and even if one touches with the tip of the toe, the
joint making a spring, the blow loses two degrees of its strength.
While performing this blow avoid leaping from one foot to another; one must
glide over the ground and not make any noise.
Defence- Defend, as for the low kick, by withdrawing the leg (fig.61).

Fig. 61- Defence against low chassé
TOE KICK TO THE LEAD LEG
While in a left guard, raise the left knee to waist height, toe low, and release
the leg with the toe extended at the height of the adversary’s sexual organs.

TOE KICK WITH THE REAR LEG
While in left guard, bend back the right leg, knee at waist height, toe low
while pivoting on the toe of the left foot, releasing the leg at the height of the
adversary’s sexual organs, toe extended (fig. 62, 63).

Fig. 62- Toe kick with the rear leg, 1st action

Fig. 63- Toe kick with the rear leg, 2nd action
TOE KICK DOUBLED
If your blow is delivered into thin air and that the adversary has stepped,
replace the toe forward and double the blow.
The toe kick is not done in the assault around the sexual organs; one can
launch at the pit of the stomach but it is preferable to not do it in the
assault, because, even when launching at the stomach, if the adversary
steps in one will land on the sexual organs.
Defence- Defend with the lead arm while forcing the foot outwards (fig. 64).

Fig. 64- defence against the toe kick
Better to seize the leg upwards while retreating the body. (See GATHERING
THE LEG).
REAR LEG TOE KICK TO THE BODY
While in left guard, bend back the right leg while making it pass as close as
possible to the left leg, while pivoting on the toe of the left foot, and strongly
release it at stomach- height. The blow must be made with the heel, the toe
a little raised in such a way that the body is not too turned (fig. 65, 66 and
67).

Fig. 65- Toe kick with the rear leg to the body, 1st action

Fig. 66- Toe kick with the rear leg to the body, 2nd action

Fig. 67- Toe kick with the rear leg with the heel to the body, 3rd action. Or, if
the adversary is too profiled, strike with the toe to the pit of the stomach in
preference (fig. 68).

Fig. 68- Kick with the rear leg using the toe
KICK WITH THE REAR LEG WITH A REMISE
Having made a kick with the right leg to the body, if you are defended
against or if you strike into thin air such that your adversary steps in on
you, quickly replace your toe on the ground to the front and close to the left
foot, and strike anew with the right foot.
Defence- while in left guard if the adversary strikes with the right leg, defend
with the left fore-arm, from right to left, while forcing the leg to the outside
and while striking into the kick or on the tibia (fig.73).

Fig. 73- Defence against a kick to the body in false guard
If he strikes with the left leg defend with the right arm from left to right.

If he strikes with a toe kick from the right leg, defend with the left fore-arm
from right to left.
If he strikes with a left toe kick, defend with the palm of the left hand, from
left to right, or with the right forearm from left to right. While retreating, to
make him launch into thin air, or while stepping, to prevent the adversary
from placing his foot in line (fig. 74).

Fig. 74- step into a kick to the body
OBSERVATION ON THE MEANS OF RETURNING TO GUARD
When one strikes with the rear leg one must return to guard while slipping
to the rear, as is done for the chassé: in other words, while in a left guard, if
one strikes with the right leg place the right leg close to the left foot and one
places the left foot to the rear; return by the same path, that is to say
replacing the right foot to the rear would be a mistake because if the
adversary ripostes, such as at the moment where you are on one leg, his
blow is dangerous and can bring about a fall.
CHASSÉ TO THE BODY
While in right guard pass the left foot in front of the right foot, the toe of the
left foot directed to the rear; bend back the right leg to waist height and
release the leg in such a way to strike the adversary above the waist. (fig. 69,
70, 71).

Fig. 69- Chassé to the body, 1st action

Fig. 70- chassé to the body, 2nd action

Fig. 71- Chassé to the body, 3rd action
In true guard, as in the false guard, one strikes with the toe or the heel.
Defence- In true guard to the left, if the blow is given with the heel, defend
with the left arm from right to left while striking however possible above the
heel; if the blow is with the toe defend with the right arm from left to right
(fig. 72) (Only in this figure the boxers are in a true guard to the right) or
with the palm of the left hand on top of the foot.

Fig.72- Defence against a kick to the body in true guard
In false guard, defend with the left arm while striking upon a kick (fig. 73).

Fig. 73- Defence against a kick to the body in false guard
While retreating to make him strike into thin air.
Or while stepping to make the blow pass by (fig. 74).

Fig. 74- Step in upon a kick to the body
CHASSÉ TO THE FACE
Give the chassé to the face in the same way as to the body; but generally on
strikes with the toe or just below the toe, because one does not strike with
the heel, unless one is very supple and if one is much taller than the
adversary (fig. 75).

Fig. 75- Chassé to the face
Defence- In true guard, defend with the right forearm from left to right or
with the palm of the left hand, from left to right.

In false guard, the adversary on guard to the right, defend with the left
forearm, from right to left (fig.76)

Fig. 76- Defence against kick to the face with the left arm
Or with the palm of the right hand, from right to left (fig. 77).

Fig. 77- Defence against kick to the face with right arm
Or while stepping to make the blow pass by (fig. 78).

Fig. 78- Step in upon a kick to the face
KICK WITH THE REAR LEG TO THE FACE
While in left guard bend back the right leg, making it pass as close as
possible to the left leg while pivoting on the left foot, and release the right leg
to the face, the blow must be delivered with the toe or just below the toe,
unless you are much taller than your adversary: in this case one can strike
with the heel (fig. 75).

Defence- The same defence as for the chassé to the face (fig. 76, 77, 78).
OBSERVATIONS ON STREET COMBAT
These blows, except the toe kick, are exclusively blows for the assault. In
real combat in the street I advise you not to use them
I cannot repeat this too much, in the street use only the low kick, punches
and the toe- kick.

STOP HITS
The stop- hit is a blow which, thrown into a step or attack by the adversary,
has the aim to stop this attack or this advance; it is a blow forming a
defence.
As a consequence, for a stop- hit to be correct, one must not be hit.
These blows demand great judgement, composure and speed, but in
contrast they are very dangerous and inconvenient for the adversary.
All the blows shown in this method can serve as stop hits.
I classify stop hits into four categories:
1st Stop hits with kicks upon a punch or upon a step
2nd With punches upon kicks or upon a step
3rd With kicks upon kicks
4th With punches upon punches (see SLIPS)
STOP HITS UPON PUNCHES OR UPON A STEP
All stop hits with kicks upon punches are performed at the moment where
the adversary carries his leg forward to deliver a punch; as a consequence
all these blows are the same when performed upon a step.
STOP HIT WITH A LOW KICK UPON A PUNCH
At the moment where the adversary raises their left foot in order to approach
and punch deliver a low kick (fig. 79).

Fig. 79- Stop hit with a low kick upon a punch
One must pay great attention with every stop hit to not let the adversary
approach too closely because one can find oneself short of time and not
having time to stop hit.
STOP HIT WITH A CHASSÉ UPON A PUNCH
As for the previous blow, perform the chassé at the moment where the
adversary raises their foot to attack with a punch, in such a way that the
blow arrives at the moment where his foot touches the ground (fig. 80).

Fig.80- Stop hit with a chassé upon a punch
STOP HIT TO THE BODY WITH THE LEAD LEG UPON A PUNCH
At the moment where the adversary raises a foot to attack with a punch,
release the lead leg above the waist while striking with the toe or heel
however is possible to the pit of the stomach (fig. 81).

Fig. 81- Stop hit to the body upon a punch
STOP HIT TO THE BODY WITH THE REAR LEG UPON A PUNCH
The same principle as for before: only, as this is slower, one hardly uses it
except against an adversary of inferior speed (fig. 81).
STOP HITS WITH A PUNCH UPON A STEP
At the moment where the adversary carries their foot forward, deliver a
punch to the face while stepping using the lead arm (fig. 82). One can strike
also to the body if the adversary is exposed.

Fig. 82- Stop hit with a punch upon a step

STOP HIT WITH A PUNCH UPON A HIGH KICK
At the moment where the adversary attacks with a high kick attack with a
punch with lead arm to the face while stepping (fig. 83), the adversary will
find himself to close to place his high blow which, even if it touches, will not
have much strength.

Fig. 83- Stop hit with a punch upon a high kick
Of course if one can cover oneself with the rear arm while attacking with a
punch it will be much better.
STOP HIT WITH A PUNCH WHILE SLIPPING THE LEG UPON A LOW KICK
At the moment where the adversary delivers a low kick deliver a punch with
the lead arm while slipping the lead leg (fig. 84).

Fig. 84- Stop hit with a punch to the head while slipping the low kick
If you are in left guard slip the left leg to the right; if you are in right guard
slip from right to left.
STOP HIT WITH A PUNCH TO THE BODY WHILE SLIPPING THE LEG UPON
A LOW KICK
If the adversary covers his face while making a low kick, go for the body (fig.
85).

Fig. 85- Stop hit with a punch while slipping a low kick
STOP HIT WITH A HOOK WHILE SLIPPING THE LEG UPON A LOW CHASSÉ
Upon a low chassé slip the leg to the side and give a hook with the lead arm
to the head or body (fig. 86).

Fig. 86- Stop hit with a hook while slipping the low chassé
This blow can only be made while in a true guard because in the false guard
one will pass over the head and while punching to the body one will
encounter the elbow.
One can also hook upon a low kick while in true guard.
STOP HIT WITH KICKS UPON KICKS
STOP HIT WITH THE LEAD LEG UPON A LOW KICK
Upon an attack with a low kick raise the foot which is front about 20 to 30
cm from the ground and release the leg forward, the foot well ahook, in such
a way as to strike upon the adversary’s tibia and stop his low kick (fig. 87).

Fig. 87- Stop hit upon a low kick
This blow is performed in the same way upon a low chassé, but then you
chassé on to the calf (fig. 88).

Fig. 88- Stop hit upon a kick
STOP HIT WITH THE LEAD LEG UPON A HIGH CHASSÉ
Upon an attack with a high chassé raise the foot which is in front and
release the leg forward, but a little higher to stop the low kick, in such a way
that it does not pass the adversary’s leg.
STOP HIT TO THE BODY WITH THE LEAD LEG UPON A LOW KICK
Upon an attack with a low kick bend back the leg which is in front and
release at the height of the adversary’s pit of the stomach, with the heel or
toe, but for preference the latter (fig. 89).

Fig. 89- Stop hit to the body upon a low kick

This blow is excellent against boxers who have a bad habit of letting their
rear arm drop, under the pretext of balancing while performing a low kick.
STOP HIT TO THE BODY WITH THE REAR LEG UPON A LOW KICK
Upon an attack with a low kick, deliver a blow with the rear leg to the body.
This blow is very difficult and only to be used against a slower adversary (fig.
89)
STOP HIT WITH A LOW KICK UPON A LOW CHASSÉ
At the moment where the adversary attacks with a low chassé perform the
low kick while taking care to throw it a little high in such a way to dominate
and strike the adversary’s leg (fig. 90).

Fig. 90- Stop hit with a low kick upon a low chassé
LOW CHASSÉ UPON A LOW KICK
Upon an attack with a low kick perform a low chassé while taking care to
throw a little high in such a way as to dominate and strike the adversary’s
leg. This blow is harshest which one can receive.
STOP HIT WITH A LOW CHASSÉ UPON A LOW CHASSÉ
Upon an attack with a low chassé perform a low chassé while taking care to
dominate the adversary’s leg.

GATHERING THE LEG
GATHERING THE LEG UPON A LOW KICK
In false guard, one of the adversary’s is in left guard and the other in right
guard, he who is to the right delivers a low kick with the left leg; he who is to
the left bends his haunches and defends against the low kick with his left
hand, from left to right, by passing the hand under the adversary’s heel
(fig.91);

Fig. 91- Gather the leg upon an a low kick in the false guard, 1st action
Then, while standing back up quickly, gathers the toe with the right hand
(fig.92); then with no more than a push, shove or raise the adversary’s leg to
bring about a fall.

Fig. 92- Gather the leg upon a low kick in false guard, 2nd action
The best means of gathering a low kick, because when the one holds the foot
by the heel and toe, the adversary cannot free oneself nor draw you in to
strike with a punch or to cling to you to avoid a fall.
In a seizure at the moment where one bend the haunches one must
maintain the guard well and avoid leaning he head forward; because if the
adversary has only feinted one will receive a very harsh kick to the face.
One must bend equally upon both legs, in such a way to keep the head
upright thus to be able to defend if the adversary punches to the face.
In true guard, for example, when both are in the right guard; at the moment
that the adversary delivers a low kick, drop down on the haunches, defend

with the right hand, from left to right (fig.93), while passing the hand under
the adversary’s heel.

Fig. 93- Gather the leg upon a low kick in true guard, 1st action
Then raise yourself up and pass your left arm under your right arm to keep
the foot (fig.94), at the same time making a change of guard to the rear.

Fig. 94- Gather the leg upon a low kick in true guard, 2nd action
But in this way it is less easy to keep the leg.
1st At the moment where you rise up, if the adversary has not lost his
balance he will have time to free oneself with a forward jump as you will not
have not have put on the left hand.
2nd One holds with the difficulty the leg with a hooked arm and the
adversary can draw you to him if you do not shove immediately.
It is preferable, in true guard, to defend vigorously; this will unbalance the
adversary and free him up for a riposte.
Example: With both of you in true guard, upon an attack with a low kick,
bend down on your haunches and strike to the adversary’s leg with your
right fist from left to right and riposte with a punch with the right arm to the
head or body while profiting from the loss of balance which this defence
occasions.
One can also riposte with a low chassé or a chassé to the body.

Gather also upon a low chassé, but this is more difficult, because the
adversary is better placed for his escape, and one cannot generally keep the
leg.
It is preferable to defend with the hand and riposte while profiting from the
loss of balance occasioned by the defence.
GATHER UPON A TOE KICK
While in left guard upon an attack with a toe kick to the left leg, defend with
the left hand from left to right by passing the hand under the heel, and seize
the toe with the right hand (fig. 95, 92).

Fig. 95- Gather the leg upon a toe kick, 1st action
Upon a toe kick with the right leg, defend with the left hand, from right to
left by passing the hand under the heel, and pass the right arm over the left
arm, so that you seize the leg.
GRIP THE LEG UPON A KICK TO THE BODY
While in left guard, defend with the left arm, from right to left, while
gathering the leg with the left hand, pass the right arm over the left arm, in
such a way as to hold the leg with both hands, and quickly change guard
backwards, until the adversary falls (fig.96).

Fig. 96- Grip the leg upon a kick to the body
But of the adversary is flexible there is a great chance for him to free oneself
before you have taken the hold.
2nd Upon a kick to the body make a retreat with the body or change guard
backwards to make him land short and at the same time gather the leg by

passing the left or right hand under the foot (fig. 97), and seize the toe with
the other hand.

Fig. 97- Gather upon a kick to the body
LEG HOLD UPON A KICK TO THE FACE ON THE LEFT
While in left guard, upon a kick to the face on the left with the right leg by
your adversary, defend with the right hand, from right to left, and raise at
the same time the left forearm; the leg will become held between both of
your hands (fig.98).

Fig. 98- Leg hold upon a kick to the face
LEG HOLD UPON A KICK TO THE FACE ON THE RIGHT
Upon an attack with a kick to the face with the left leg by your adversary
defend with the left hand, from left to right, and at the same time pass the
right hand behind the adversary’s leg. When the kick is thrown to the body
as soon as the leg is held one must retreat quickly in such a way that the
adversary loses balance.
Upon kicks to the face it is preferable to advance while raising the leg as
high as possible.
METHOD FOR ESCAPING WHEN THE LEG IS HELD
At the moment where the adversary seizes the right leg, for example, bend
back the leg towards you while making a hip swivel from right to left.
If the adversary doesn’t have time to make sure his hold with both hands,
you will certainly break free.

If on the contrary he holds the leg well with both hands, and you cannot free
yourself, jump forward and seize the adversary by the neck; in this way he
cannot turn you about without himself becoming entangled in your fall, and
with the arm which stays free you can strike to the face (fig. 99).

Fig. 99- To free yourself when the leg is held
But if the adversary has seized the foot with one hand by the heel and the
other by the toe it is then impossible to free oneself, and a fall is certain.
One can, indeed, neither close in on the adversary with a jump nor punch at
him without risking dislocating the leg.
Furthermore, it is a question of balance, because if one is well poised at the
moment where the adversary gathers your leg you will not let him have the
time make certain his grip by gathering it with both hands: one will free
oneself immediately; if one loses even a little balance one will not have the
time to free oneself.
INFIGHTING
Although a boxer must avoid infighting however possible he can find
himself, either by surprise or otherwise, seized by the adversary. If you
maintain your composure it will be very easy to free oneself.
I shall show here some blows with easy to perform principles, as without
these one must have a complete theory of wrestling to be able to give all the
moves which one can perform in infighting.
1st If the adversary seeks to bearhug you, that is to say to wrap his arms
around your waist place your right or left forearm, depending upon which is
forward, on the adversary’s throat while holding your fist with the other
hand and quickly push forward while lunging backwards yourself, you will
be instantly freed (fig. 100).

Fig. 100- Freeing oneself when the adversary has bear-hugged you
2nd If you haven’t placed your forearm, and that the adversary has the time
to grip you tighter, place one hand behind his head and with the other seize
the chin and turn his head briskly; he will let go his grip and, every time, if
you fall he will fall underneath (fig. 101).

Fig. 101- Turning the head
3rd If, while hugged, you do not have an arm free, then seize the adversary’s
head with one hand while placing a thumb in his eye. He will let go
immediately.

Fig. 102- Place the thumb on the eye
4th If the adversary has seized you with one hand on your throat or your
clothing seize his fist with both hands and make a half-turn on the heels, to
the right if seized with the right hand, the left if seized with the left hand.
The adversary’s elbow will then locked across your shoulder; give a sharp
blow and the arm will be broken (fig. 103, 104).

Fig. 103- Hold for an armlock, 1st action

Fig. 104- Hold for an armlock, 2nd action
5th If the adversary seizes you by the collar with both hands, lower your
head and pass under his arm while you turn about, this will twist his wrists
and make him let go (fig. 105, 106).

Fig. 105- Freeing oneself when one is held by the collar, 1st action

Fig. 106- Freeing oneself when held by the collar, 2nd action
6th When held by the collar, pass both hands behind the adversary’s head,
or only one if you cannot do both, lower your head and violently strike the
head of the adversary who will strike his face upon the top of your head (fig.
107, 108)

Fig. 107- Headbutt upon a collar grab, 1st action

Fig. 108- Headbutt upon a collar grab, 2nd action
7th When seized over both arms, lower yourself and seize the adversary by
the haunches; thrust forward while pushing with your head upon the
adversary’s stomach or chest. This will bring about an immediate fall.
8th When hugged from behind, lower yourself briskly forward, hands placed
on the ground, head as low as possible, while giving a vigorous hip-swing;
the adversary will fall beneath you.

There are a great number of ways of freeing yourself; but with these few
moves these will be enough if you maintain your composure. Furthermore,
one must avoid as much as possible infighting because defence become
almost impossible and it is he who thinks of doing them first who succeeds.

COMBINATIONS
Linked blows are an attack composed of blows which are performed one
after the other, without losing the body’s balance. Generally the first attack
is a feint.
TOE KICKS WITH THE LEAD LEG FOLLOWED BY A PUNCH
While in left guard, give a toe kick with the left leg returning the toe near to
the right foot and perform a punch with the left arm while stepping.
One can replace the punch with a chassé low or high.
One can also follow up a punch with a high or low chassé.
TOE KICK WITH THE REAR LEG FOLLOWED BY A PUNCH
While in left guard give a toe kick with the right leg while pivoting slightly on
the toe of the left leg to change guard; gathering the right foot next to the left
foot, toe touching the ground then perform a punch with the right arm to
the face while stepping.
One can replace the punch with a low or high chassé.
One can follow the punch with a low or high chassé.
LOW KICK FOLLOWED BY A PUNCH OR CHASSÉ
Deliver a low kick on the spot with the right leg, return to a very small
guard, then punch with the left arm while stepping, or chassé low or high
with the left leg.
Or low kick, punch, and low chassé
Low kick, punch and high chassé
Low kick, low chassé and punch
LOW KICK WHILE CHANGING GUARD AND ESCAPING TO THE REAR
Low kick with the right leg while performing a low kick; pivoting on the left
leg in such a way as to change guard.
For this one profits from the chambering of the low kick for the pivot; then
withdraw the right leg close to the left foot and replace the left foot to the
rear.
This method of changing guard is very convenient because the adversary
feels threatened by the low kick and cannot profit from your change of guard
by taking the time without difficulty.
LOW KICK WHILE CHANGING GUARD ESCAPING TO THE REAR AND
CHASSÉ
If, upon your escape, the adversary makes a forward pass in order to close
in and then attack, perform a low chassé, or a punch or a high chassé, or a
punch followed by a high chassé, or a low chassé followed by a punch.

LOW KICK WHILE CHANGING GUARD FOLLOWING A STOP HIT
Perform a low kick while changing guard, then, without replacing the foto to
the ground, perform a stop hit on the spot, upon a riposte with a low kick by
your adversary.
One can replace the low stop hit with a stop hit to the body.
LOW KICK WHILE CHANGING GUARD AND A PUNCH
Perform the low kick while changing guard, and use the chambering of the
guard change to perform a punch while stepping.
One can, at will, replace or not the foot.
One can follow the punch with a low chassé or a high chassé.
LOW KICK WHILE CHANGING GUARD AND A CHASSÉ
Perform the low kick while changing guard, place the foot forward and
perform a low or high chassé.
One can follow up the low chassé with a punch.
PUNCH FOLLOWED BY A CHASSÉ
While in left guard, perform a punch to the face with the left arm while
stepping; instead of returning the right foot to the rear, place it close to the
left foot, as in the first action of a chassé, and perform a chassé with the left
leg.
One can follow the chassé with a punch.
PUNCH AND CHASSÉ HIGH
Punch while stepping, place the right foot next to the left foot and chassé to
the body.
The punch has the aim to make the adversary raise his arm which will
uncover his stomach.
LOW CHASSÉ AND PUNCH TO THE FACE
Perform the low chassé without extending too much, while noting well the
blow with the body: and, without replacing the foot on the ground, perform a
punch to the face with the lead arm.
The chassé has the aim of making the adversary lean his head forward when
defending.
One can also low chassé, punch and low chassé, or low chassé, punch and
high chassé.
DOUBLE CHASSÉ WHILE ON THE SPOT
Perform a low chassé while returning to guard; if the adversary steps
towards you perform a second low chassé.
One can make a low chassé, return to guard and chassé high.
Or high chassé, return to guard and low chassé.

Or again high chassé, return to guard and high chassé.
CHASSÉ DOUBLED WHILE STEPPING
Perform the low chassé; if the adversary retreats, place the foot forward and
perform a second low chassé.
One can make a low chassé, place the foot forward and high chassé; or
chassé high, place the foot forward and low chassé.
Or again chassé high, place the foot forward and high chassé.
KICK TO THE BODY WITH THE REAR LEG AND PUNCH
While in left guard perform a kick with the right leg, place the right toe
forward next to the left foot and perform a punch with the right arm while
stepping.
One can make a kick to the body with the rear leg, punch and chassé low.
Or kick to the body with the rear leg, punch and chassé high.
KICK TO THE BODY WITH THE REAR LEG AND CHASSÉ LOW
While in left guard, perform a kick to the body with the right leg; place the
right foot forward next to the left and perform a low chassé.
One can kick to the body with the rear leg and chassé high.
Or kick to the body with the rear leg, low chassé and punch.
CHASSÉ LOW, KICK TO THE FACE OR BODY
Perform a low chassé with the left leg, place the left foot forward and
perform a kick with the right leg to the face or body.
This blow is very nice as a blow in the assault.
FEINT A STOP HIT AND PUNCH
If the adversary attacks you with a low blow, feint at him with the lead leg; if
he stops so to not be hit by the stop hit, perform a punch to the face with
the lead arm without replacing the foot on the ground taking advantage of
his moment of hesitation.
One can do in the same way;
Feint a stop hit, low chassé
Feint a stop hit, chassé high
Feint a stop hit, punch and low chassé
Feint a stop hit, punch and chassé high
Feint a stop hit, chassé low and punch
KICK TO THE FACE AND STOP HIT WITH THE SAME LEG WITHOUT
PLACING IT BACK ON THE GROUND

Perform a kick to the face; if the adversary ripostes with a low blow perform
a simple stop hit without replacing the foot on the ground.
LOW CHASSÉ, KICK TO THE FACE WITHOOUT PLACING IT BACK ON THE
GROUND
Perform a low chassé; if the adversary, while defending, leans his head
forward, deliver with the same leg a kick to the face without placing it back
on the ground.
For this one must not over extend the chassé.
The last two blows are blows of the assault and demand great flexibility and
balance.

EXERCISES
The professor takes two pupils, as much as possible of the same size and
weight, and makes them practice attack and defence.
For this one must agree in advance the blow which will be done.
For example, the first attacks ten times with a punch to the face with the
left arm and the second will parry ten times with the right arm; then the
second will attack ten times with the left arm and the first parries ten times
with the right arm.
I give all the exercises are in left guard but you are not obliged to repeat
this; but it is intended that having performed from the left on performs them
from the right.
ATTACKS AND DEFENCES
1st
Left punch to face
nd
2
Defend with the right
1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend with the right

1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend with the left

1st
2nd

Left punch to body
Defend with the right

1st
2nd

Right punch to body
Defend with the right

1st
2nd

Right punch to body
Defend with the left

DEFENCES AND RIPOSTES
1st
Left punch to face
2nd
Defend right, riposte left to face
1st
2nd

Left punch to face
Defend right, riposte left to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend right, riposte left to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend left, riposte right to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend left, riposte right to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to body
Defend right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to body
Defend right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to body
defend left, riposte right to face

1st
2nd

Left punch to body
Defend right and riposte left hook to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to body
Defend left, riposte right hook to face

1st
2nd

Punch left to face
Defend right, riposte left hook to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend left, riposte right hook to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face
Defend left, riposte right hook to body

1st
2nd

Feint left punch to face and right hook to head
Defend right and left, riposte right to head

1st
2nd

Feint left punch to face and right hook to face
Defend right, left and right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Feint left punch to face and hook to right flank
defend right and left, riposte right to face

1st
2nd

Feint left punch to face, right hook to flank and left hook to body
Defend right, left and right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Feint left punch to face, right hook to face and left hook to body
Defend right, left and right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Feint left punch to face, right hook to face and left hook to face
Defend right, left and right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Feint left to face and body punch with the same arm
defend right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Feint left punch to body and punch to face with the same arm
Defend right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Feint left to face and right punch to the body
Defend right, riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Feint left to face and punch to body with the same arm
Defend right, riposte left to face or body

1st
2nd

Feint left to body and punch to body with the same arm
defend right, riposte left to face

This exercise is first done on the spot, then while stepping and retreating
For example, no.1 will attack while making a step forward with the left foot
and bringing up the right foot, then also as soon as this blow is given he
leaps backward by throwing his right foot backward and bringing up his left
foot. A well trained adversary must slip and riposte.
As for compound ripostes, no.1 attacks with a simple blow and no.2 ripostes
with one, two or three blows.
Then, for compound attacks and compound ripostes no.1 attacks with one,
two or three blows and no.2 ripostes with one, two or three blows.
Furthermore, I do not advise to make too many attacks or compound
ripostes because generally it will tangle up the pupil who will, then, perform
them badly.
In the assault, more so than in combat, one strikes by chance.
SLIPS
1st
Left punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Slip head to right
1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip the head to the left

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip the head to the right or left

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to the left

While slipping one must pay great attention to not lose the adversary from
sight and slip as close as possible, that is to say so that the blow passes as
close as possible to the head in such a way as to better conserve balance
and to be able to always deliver a blow after a slip.
SLIPS AND STOPS
1st
Left punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Slip the head to the right and give a left to the head
1st
2nd

Left punch to head while stepping, covering with the right arm
Slip head to the right and give a blow with a left to the head

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping, while slipping the head to the right
Slip head to the right and give a face blow with the left

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to the right and give a left blow to the body

1st
Left punch to face while stepping, while dropping the right arm to the
body
2nd
Slip head to right and give a left blow to the body
1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and stop hit with a right to the body

1st
Left punch to face while stepping, while dropping the right arm to the
body
2nd
Slip head to left and stop hit with a right to the body
1st
2nd

Left punch to the face while stepping
Slip head to left and give a right hook

1st
2nd
1st

Left punch to the face while stepping
Slip head to left and give a right cross
Defend against the right cross

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping, slipping the head to the right
Slip head to the right and give a left hook to the head

1st
2nd

Left punch to the face while stepping, while covering with the right
Slip head to right and give a left hook to the head

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while covering with the right
Slip head to right and give a left hook to the body

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping and lowering the right to the body
Slip head to the right and give a left hook to the body

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and give a right hook to the flank

1st
2nd
1st

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and give a right hook to flank
Bend the left arm to the body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and right punch to head

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping and covering the face with the left
Slip the head to the left and give a right to the head

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping and covering your face with the left
Slip head to left and give a right to the body

1st
Right punch to face while stepping and holding the left arm to the
body
2nd
Slip head to left and give a right to the body
1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping and slipping the head to the left
Slip head to left and give a right to head

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and give a right hook to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping and covering with the left arm
Slip head to left and give a right hook to face

1st
arm
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping and while covering with the left
|Slip head to left and give a right hook to body

1st
Right punch to face while stepping and holding the left arm to the
body
2nd
Slip head to left and give a right hook to body
1st
2nd

Left punch to body
Drop right arm to body and give a left hook to head

1st
2nd

Right punch to body
Hold the left arm to the body and give a right hook to head

1st
2nd

Left hook to head
Cover with right arm and give a left punch to face

1st
2nd

Left hook to body
Hold the right arm to the body and give a left punch to head

1st
2nd

Right hook to head
Cover with left arm and give a right punch to head

1st
2nd

Right hook to flank
Hold the left arm to the body and give a right punch to the head

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while leaning the head forward
Slip head to right and give a left uppercut

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while leaning the head forward
Slip head to left and give a right uppercut

1st
2nd

Left punch to body while stepping in too close to the adversary
Drop right arm to body and give left uppercut

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping in too close to the adversary
Hold the left arm to the body and give a right uppercut

1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Left punch to face while over-committing
Slip head to left
Seize head from the front
Free yourself

1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Left punch to face while overcommitting
Slip head to right
Take the head from the rear
Free yourself

WHILE PINNED AGAINST A WALL
1st
Left punch to face while stepping
2nd
Slip head to right while gathering up the left foot and lunging with the
right
1st
2nd

Left punch while stepping
Left punch to face while stepping to the side

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right and pas sunder the adversary’s arm

1st
Left punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Slip head to right and step while giving a shoulder shove to the
adversary
EXERCISES IN FALSE GUARD
No.1 is in right guard and no.2 in left guard
1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
defend with right arm

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping
Defend with right arm

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping
Defend with right arm

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Defend with left arm

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping
Defend with left arm

DEFENCES AND RIPOSTES
1st
Right punch to face while stepping
2nd
Defend with right and riposte left to face
1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Defend with right and riposte left to flank

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Defend with right and riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Defend with right and riposte with left to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping
Defend with right and riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Left punch to body while stepping
Defend right and riposte left to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Defend left and riposte right to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Defend left and riposte right to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Defend with left and riposte with right hook to head

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Defend with left and riposte with right hook to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping
Defend with left and riposte with right to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping
Defend with left and riposte with right hook to face

1st
2nd

Right punch and left hook to face
Defend twice with the right and riposte with left to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face, followed by left hook and right punch
Defend twice with the right and riposte right to face

SLIPS AND STOPS IN FALSE GUARD
1st
Right punch to face while stepping
2nd
Slip head to left and stop-hit with right to face
1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and stop-hit with right to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right and stop-hit with left to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and give right hook to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to left and give right hook to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right and give a left cross over the right arm

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right and give a left hook to flank

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right and stop-hit with left to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right and stop-hit with left to body

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right and give left hook to head

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip to right and give left hook to body

1st
2nd

Right punch to body while stepping
Cover with left and give right hook to face

1st
2nd

Left punch to body while stepping
Cover with right and give left hook to face

1st
2nd

Right hook to head while stepping
Cover with left and give right to face

1st
2nd

Left hook to face
Cover with right and give left to face

1st
2nd

Right hook to flank while stepping
Hold the left arm to body and give right punch to face

1st
2nd

Left hook to body while stepping
Hold the right arm to the body and give left punch to face

1st
2nd

Right punch to face while leaning the head forward
Slip head to left and give right uppercut

1st
2nd

Left punch to face while leaning the head forward
Slip head to right and give left uppercut

EXERCISES TO FREE ONESELF WHEN PINNED AGAINST A WALL
1st
Right punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Slip head to left, lunge with left foot and retake your guard
1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right, gathering up the left foot and lunge to the right

1st
Right punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Left punch stepping to the side at the same time as the adversary
attacks
HEADLOCKS
1st
Right punch to face while stepping
2nd
Slip head to left
st
1
Bend the arm and seize the head behind
2nd
Free yourself
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Right punch to face while stepping
Slip head to right
Bend right arm and seize the head in front
Free yourself

EXERCISES IN DEFENDING AGAINST KICKS
In kicking exercises the pupils wear leg guards in such a way as to throw
touches without risk, if the adversary deceives the defence, of doing himself
harm.
1st
2nd

Low kick
defend by slipping the leg

1st
2nd

Low chassé
defend by slipping the leg

1st
2nd

Rear leg kick to body
defend with left arm

1st
Rear leg kick to body
nd
2
Defend with right arm while changing guard backwards in such a way
to follow the leg from left to right
1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Defend with left arm

1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Defend with right arm

1st
2nd

Kick to face with left leg
Defend with left hand

1st
2nd

Kick to face with left leg
Defend with right hand

1st
2nd

Kick to face with right leg
Defend with left arm

1st
2nd

Kick to face with right leg
Defend with right hand

DEFENCE AND RIPOSTES AGAINST PUNCHES
1st
Left punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Defend with right and riposte with low kick
1st
2nd

Left punch to face while stepping
Defend with right and riposte with low chassé

1st
Right punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Defend with right arm and, upon the adversary’s retreat, riposte with
a high chassé
1st
Left punch to face while stepping
nd
2
Defend with right and, upon the adversary’s retreat, riposte with a
right leg kick to the body
In these last two exercises one can riposte with a kick to the face, if one
wishes. After having parried with the right one performs the same ripostes
by parrying with the left, then left guard, and in false guard by parrying with
the right and left arm.
RIPOSTES AGAINST LOW KICKS AND AGAINST LOW CHASSÉS
1st
Low kick
2nd
defend and riposte with a low lick

1st
2nd

Low kick
Defend and attack with a low chassé

1st
2nd

Low kick
Defend and riposte with a left punch to face while stepping

1st
2nd

Low kick
Defend and riposte with a chassé to the body

1st
2nd

Low kick
defend and riposte with a chassé to face

1st
2nd

Low kick
Defend and riposte with a right leg kick to the body

1st
2nd

Low kick
Defend and riposte with a right leg kick to the face

1st
Low kick
2nd
Defend with the left hand while bending and riposte with a left punch
while stepping
1st
2nd

Low kick
Defend with the left hand and riposte with a low chassé

1st
2nd

Low kick
defend with the left hand and riposte with a high chassé

These blows are made from left guard, right guard and false guard
For the chassé no.1 attacks with a chassé and no.2 makes the same
defences and ripostes
DEFENCES AND RIPOSTES AGAINST HIGH KICKS
1st
Chassé to body
2nd
Defend and riposte with a low kick
1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Defend and riposte with a low chassé

1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Defend and riposte with a left punch to face

1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Defend and riposte with a rear leg kick to body

1st
2nd

Chassé to the body
Defend and riposte with a chassé to body

1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Defend and riposte with a chassé to face

1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Defend and riposte with a rear leg kick to face

Then no.1 attacks with a rear leg kick to the body and no.2 makes the same
ripostes
No.1 attacks with a chassé to face and no.2 will make the same ripostes
No.1 attacks with a rear leg kick and no.2 will make the same ripostes
These blows are made from left guard, right guard and false guard
STOP HITS WHILE STEPPING
1st
Step
nd
2
Left punch to face
1st
2nd

Step
Low kick

1st
2nd

Step
Low chassé

1st
2nd

Step
Chassé to body

1st
2nd

Step
Rear leg kick to body

1st
2nd

Step
Lead leg kick

These blows are made from both guards and false guard
STOP HIT AGAINST LOW KICKS AND AGAINST LOW CHASSÉS
1st
Low kick or low chassé
nd
2
Stop hit on the spot with the left leg
1st
2nd

Low kick or a low chassé
Stop hit with left leg to body

1st
2nd

Low kick or low chassé
Stop hit with right leg to body

1st
2nd

Low kick
Slip leg to side and give a left punch to face

1st
2nd

Low kick
Slip leg to side and gives a left punch to body

LEG HOLD
1st
Low kick in false guard
2nd
Gather the leg
1st
2nd

Low kick in true guard
Gather the leg

1st
2nd

Toe kick
Gather the leg

1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Take the leg by crossing the arm

1st
2nd

Rear leg kick to body
Take the leg by crossing the arm

1st
2nd

Chassé to body
Gather the leg while making a retreat with the body

1st
2nd

Rear leg kick to body
Gather the leg while making a retreat with the body

1st
2nd

Kick to face on the right
Seize the leg

1st
2nd

Kick to face on the left
Seize the leg

MEANS OF DEFENDING AGAINST A LEG GRAB
1st
Low kick from false guard
2nd
Gather the leg
st
1
Free yourself before the adversary can place both hands
1st
2nd
1st

Low kick from true guard
Gather the leg
Free yourself

1st
2nd
1st

Toe kick
Gather the leg
Free yourself before the adversary can place both hands

1st
2nd
1st

Chassé to body
Gather the leg by crossing the arms
Free yourself

1st
2nd
1st

Rear leg kick to body
Gather the leg by crossing the arms
Free yourself

1st
2nd
1st

Chassé to body
Gather the leg while making a retreat with the body
Free yourself before the adversary can place both hands

1st
2nd
1st

Rear leg kick to body
Gather the leg while making a retreat with the body
Free yourself before the adversary can place both hands

1st
2nd
1st

Kick to the face on the right
Seize the leg
Free yourself

1st
2nd
3rd

Kick to the face on the left
Seize the leg
Free yourself

At the end of a few lessons the professor will consider the qualities and
faults of the pupil; thus he will apply himself to develop these qualities and
minimise these faults.
Then the professor will see which game will be most useful to the pupil and
to press him in that direction.
If the pupil is supple and strong he must practice attacking especially.
If he lacks suppleness he must practice a defensive game especially.
If he is heavy, practice to use his weight
If he is light accustom him to use his slightness to slip blows.
If the pupil is nervous and lacks composure it is for the professor to
accustom, while assaulting with him, him to acquire composure because, if
balance is acquired in the lesson, speed-of-eye and composure are acquired
by assaulting.
Thus the professor will begin by making the pupil assault with the punches
of English boxing and not pursue assaulting in French boxing until the
pupil can step properly with his punches.
If the pupil does not have much time for boxing he will perfect only a few of
the most simple attacks and defences.
Because of this one can learn a lot, in a little time, on how to defend oneself
in the street; but it is preferable to study fully in order to be able to resist all
attacks and to be able to attack in one way or another, if the first does not
work.
The professor will often bring back the pupil to a regular position; because
the position of a boxer, when it comes to balance, suppleness and freedom
of movement, depends upon the rapidity and vigour of his action.
Correct position always depends upon correction in wrestling and in boxing,
more-so than in other exercises, it is indispensable to make corrections,
under penalty of the art, in composure and speed-of-eye, to ignore this is to
make a degenerate pugilist.
ASSAULT IN FRENCH BOXING
Adversaries must have well-padded gloves, soft leather-soled shoes and leg
guards (optional) of leather or reinforced cloth, so that they are not able to
hurt their adversary. All blows have the same value and count for one point.
Kicks to thighs and arms are not valid. Blows delivered to the manly parts
are strictly forbidden. After each touch the adversary must announce a
touch and must not attack the adversary before he has returned to guard

nor touch him twice in a row. In the case of infighting they separate without
striking.
In the case where a feint and a blow touch the point is not valid.
A leg hold, if sustained or followed up by a fall, is considered as one touch.
If, upon a sustained leg hold, the adversary strikes with a punch after the
leg is taken the punch is not counted.
ASSAULT IN ENGLISH BOXING
The adversaries have well-padded gloves of the same weight. Rounds will be
of two minutes with a one minute break. Blows below the belt are forbidden.
The blows are not called; as a result a series of blows is permitted.
Boxers are helped by a timer and one or two seconds who will be in charge
of taking care of him in the breaks.
ADVICE FOR THE ASSAULT IN ENGLISH BOXING
During the assault one must take care to clench the teeth because to not do
this, upon a punch to the jaw, can be dangerous. If the mouth is open at the
moment one receives a blow not only will the tongue be bitten but the teeth,
by striking against one another, can be broken; if the blow is to the side of
the jaw it can be dislocated.
The pupil will be well practiced in stepping and retreating because the legs,
in English boxing, are used far more than is generally believed.
A boxer who is always balanced on his legs will slip more easily his
adversary’s blows and will profit more and better from opportunities.
Whenever possible one must slip to the right upon an attack with the left
arm and to the left upon attacks with the right arm in such a way so to not
be out of reach with the other arm.
One must always conserve one’s composure and never give in to choler even
if one wishes to box hard; this process is always very bad because one
strikes randomly, into the open, off-balance and generally one receives the
same.
An adversary of cold decision and prompt execution is the most dangerous.
One will become very practiced at slips which allow one to easily perform
stop-hits and always disconcert the adversary, especially if he is heavy and
brutal.
Given equal strength, never seek to place a series of blows; one risks greatly
a very hard stop-hit.
However, if one lands a severe blow one must not let the adversary have
time to get his breath back or to stop him being stunned; but one must
continue to strike with vigour and without rushing in.

A necessary thing in English boxing is, as in French boxing, to have a
watchful eye in such a way as to not lose a single movement of the
adversary and to be able to determine his attack.
To become accustomed to slips pupils must practice between themselves,
deciding who begins the blow and thus who will attack; the other slips
taking care to not lose the adversary from sight while slipping.
A good tactic, for equal strength, is to begin with simple blows which, even if
they don’t touch, rattle the adversary and allow one to easily follow up with
attacks preceding a feint.
ADVICE FOR THE ASSAULT IN FRENCH BOXING
In the assault observe the adversary from opposite and don’t make useless
movements; maintain distance, in such a way that the adversary is obliged
to step when making a blow; thus one does not risk being surprised; observe
well the adversary’s game in such a way to benefit from the mistakes he
makes.
Once you have recognised the adversary’s game seek to stay closer if your
intention is to attack and to lead the game; if, on the contrary, you feel that
you cannot dominate your adversary, stay at distance while seeking to stophit into his steps.
For both methods defend by displacing the body as little as possible, as this
will impede the riposte, and don’t defend while retreating unless it is
impossible to do otherwise.
Always observe distances well; as it is by this one best judges the
adversary’s positon.
Thus, one always has a bad habit of taking distance from the adversary’s
front foot; when it is his rear foot which you must see; because of the
adversary has a large guard you can approach him without inconvenience:
he cannot produce his attack at a short distance because he can then attack
at distance.
Always have your bodyweight equal between both legs, in such a way to be
able to attack on the retreat, if the situation presents, without changing
position; because, in the assault, one must not show the adversary your
intentions.
Always have the same positon for beginning an attack because if one has
the habit of modifying it before each attack the adversary will not be slow in
perceiving it and it will be easy for him to stop you.
ADVICE FOR REAL COMBAT
To have some superiority in combat it is possible to simplify the method. All
blows, feints, attacks, defences and ripostes must be absolute reflexes, that
is to say performed instinctively, without any need to think.

One must have many assaults to arrive at this and one must guard pupils
against the all too common tendency among those who wish to assault after
only a few lessons.
The blows which have most effect are; low kick, low chassé, toe kick and
punch. Once must use these with or without feints.
Always strike first wherever possible and avoid approaching too closely
because even a kick given by an inexperienced fellow merits attention.
Also it is good to maintain distance. However if, for one reason or another,
you find yourself too close strike to the face while hammering without
stopping, because direct attacks do not produce any more than shoves.
If you have an affair with a man of superior weight and muscle, or the
appearance of such, do not move him but take care that your low chassé, it
is not important which one, has the force to break a leg and your punch, it
is not important which one, his nose. Strike decisively, with energy and
composure; avoid approaching him so as to not, by chance, be hit by a
formidable blow that the adversary will not lack to launch in front and to the
sides.
If infighting ensues strike without discouragement and if you are seized
head on use the blows which I have shown against infighting.
Someone who launches himself upon you can be stopped either with a
punch, a low kick, a low chassé or a slip to the side.
Against an inexperienced adversary do not make feints because he will not
understand them and will attack into your feint; if you think it necessary to
do them so he will uncover himself make them very large; what’s more this
is barely necessary because an inexperienced man is always very exposed
and one has a choice of where to strike him.

